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Creative written work in which a

student expresses his thoughts on a

particular topic is called an essay. An

essay can be considered a model for

assessing knowledge both in the

English language and in literature,

therefore, during the test, not only the

ability to competently express one's

opinion, but also the correctness of

the design will be assessed.

 

Now, as in any other written work,

there are a number of requirements

for the correct design, which will be

strictly observed by write my

papers writers. There are so many of

them that the student will easily get

confused by this large number of

rules. But from any set of

requirements, the main one can

always be distinguished.

 

Primary requirements

 

Any essay consists of three parts. Any

written work should consist of three

semantic parts: introduction, main

part, conclusion. Each of them plays a

very important role in the

composition. The purpose of the work

and its brief description are

formulated in the introduction. The

main part already fully reveals the

topic and idea. In conclusion, the

student writes a short conclusion

about the work done.

 

On the right side of the page, write

the epigraph and do not enclose it in

quotation marks. It briefly describes

the author's intention and is optional

for your composition. But if you edit
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paper online correctly and beautifully,

it will only improve your composition.

It is necessary to observe the

structure of the essay, namely, do not

forget about the title page, the

detailed work plan, the essay itself

and the list of used literature.

 

The plan is written immediately after

the epigraph in the middle of the

page. A full stop should be put after

the word "plan". The plan, like the

essay, consists of three semantic

parts, which are numbered in Roman

numerals. All statements and quotes

from other researchers used in the

work must be indicated by

footnotes. You cannot rewrite pages

from other works, thereby assigning

them to yourself.

 

For this, it is necessary to

make footnotes, and also to be guided

by

https://writemypapers.company/report

writing/ and the rules of punctuation

of the English language when making

the quotes themselves. The essay is

submitted in printed form in

compliance with all norms: font size -

14, line spacing - 1.5, font - Times

New Roman.

 

More resources:

Formulating and Commenting on the

Problem

Expressing Your Own Position and

Argumentation in Text

How to Write a Meaningful

Conclusion in an Essay:

Recommendations

Types of Confinement in a Text

What Is a Good Introduction to a

Literature Essay and How to Write It
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